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10 of 10 review helpful My late discovery By Rocco Dormarunno I pride myself on the amount of reading I have done 
about New York City but I have to admit that my experience with Joseph Mitchell was extremely limited I don t know 
why It wasn t intentional it just happened So I finally picked up this book and now wow A part of me is full of regret I 
had been missing so much On the other hand I am experiencing the w Saloon keepers and street preachers gypsies and 
steel walking Mohawks a bearded lady and a 93 year old ldquo seafoodetarian rdquo who believes his specialized diet 
will keep him alive for another two decades These are among the people that Joseph Mitchell immortalized in his 
reportage for The New Yorker and in four books mdash McSorley s Wonderful Saloon Old Mr Flood The Bottom of 
the Harbor and Joe Gould s Secret mdash com Journalist Joseph Mitchell whose death in in May 1996 at the age of 87 
merited a half page obituary in the New York Times pioneered a style of journalism while crafting brilliant magazine 
pieces for the New Yorker from the 1930s to the ear 
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quintessential new york city hotel where classic elegance meets contemporary luxury opened during the jazz age the 
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